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ABSTRACT 
We show that each re language can be generated by a minimal deterministic 
linear contextfree based strict normal VW-grammar. We also prove that each 
re language can be generated by a strict normal VW-grammar with at most one 
metanotion denoting a non-regular contextfree language. 
1. Van Wijngaarden grammars (or: VW-grammars) were originally 
developed as a tool to express the syntax and semantics of the program- 
ming language ALGOL 68 [lo]. 
A VW-grammar consists of two separate levels. The upper level contains 
contextfree productions which can create lower level instances of meta- 
notions. The lower level has templates for contextfree productions (hyper 
rules) from which the actual rules of the grammar can be derived. 
An actual rule is obtained from a, template by consistently substituting 
all occurrences of metanotions A, B, . . . in the template by a fixed in- 
stantiation of each metanotion which is supported by the upper level. 
A VW-grammar is called P-based when the rules in the upper level 
can create languages in the family. H only. 
A VW-grammar is called strict when all derivable instantiations of 
metanotions are #E and free of further (proto) variables. 
A VW-grammar is called normal when all hyperrules (in the lower 
level) have a single variable A or metavariable (A) on the left and some 
non-E string on the right. 
M. Sintzoff [9] proved in 1967 that each re language can be generated 
by a regular-based strict VW-grammar. 
A. van Wijngaarden [l l] proved in 1974 that each re language can be 
generated by a regular-based strict VW-grammar with just one meta- 
notion (namely for Z+) in the upper level. 
One should note that, a,s a contrast, the condition of normality in general 
severely limits the ability to express context-dependent replacements 
in the grammar, and for such grammars there is a non-trivial burden on 
the upper level. 
In an exhaustive study of several restrictions on VW-grammars, Sheila 
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Greibach [4] proved in 1974 that any re language may be generated by a 
(general contextfree based) strict normal VW-grammar. On the other hand 
she proved that regular-based (strict) normal VW-grammars generate a 
proper subfamily of the context-sensitive languages, thus showing that 
for strict normal VW-grammars it is very important to know exactly 
what the power in the upper level is. 
In this note we show that in order to regain the ability to generate 
all recursively enumerable languages it is sufficient to provide strict 
normal VW-grammars with an upper level of minimal deterministic linear 
grammar. Such grammars are known in the study of probabilistic automata 
(Nasu and Honda [6], see also Paz [7]), and they generate an extremely 
narrow subclass of the contextfree languages which does not even contain 
most regular languages. 
Nevertheless, the weak power of minimal deterministic linear context- 
free languages will appear to be sufficient for the upper level in order 
to generate any re language. 
Contrasting Greibach’s result even further, we will show that in fact 
it is sufficient that in the upper level there is at most one metanotion 
denoting a non-regular language for regaining the full generative capacity. 
This language can always be chosen to be deterministic linear contextfree. 
For all unexplained terminology we refer the reader to Salomaa [8] 
and to Greibach [4]. 
2. Greibach’s proof that each re language can be generated by a strict 
normal VW-grammar uses the fact that each re language is the homo- 
morphic image of the intersection of two contextfree languages of a very 
special form (see Hartmanis [5]). 
The proof is not quite as immediate as one would like, and since it 
serves as a good example for later techniques we shall here show first 
how to get h(L1 r\ Lz) directly for arbitrary e-free contextfree languages 
L1 and La. The construction is somewhat tedious because of the restrictions 
we want to put on the grammar. 
Let Li, .Ls C Z+, and let d $2. Assume (as we may) that h(Z+) -E C Z+. 
In the upper level we define metanotions and their languages 
Ls, = Lf 
Ls, = L2 
L* =Lfd 
LB =.z+ 
and for each a E 2 with h(a) ZE 
La = {wax dd h(wR)jw E Z*, h(z) = E}. 
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In the lower level we define hyper-rules 
0 + @l) 
(&z> + @2d) 
(A) + <Ad) 
(A) --f (AdB) B 
and for each a E Z with h(a) #E 
(6) -+ h(a). 
The rule CJ --f E is included if and only if E E h(L1 n LZ). 
It is easy to verify that the set of terminal strings derivable from u 
is precisely h(L1 n L2). 
Observe that for each appropriate & the language & is (deterministic 
and) linear contextfree. We can immediately obtain the first sharpening 
of Greibach’s result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Each re language may be generated by a linear 
contextfree based strict normal VW-grammar. 
PROOF. 
Brenda Baker and R. Book [l] proved that each re language may be 
written as h(L1 n L2) for linear languages LI and Lz. The given con- 
struction yield the desired result. n 
A contextfree grammar is called minimal linear if and only if it is linear 
and uses only one variable (see Salomaa [S] p. 76). 
We shall define a variant of an even more restrictive type of linear 
grammar first studied by Nasu and Honda [B]. 
DEFINITION. A contextfree grammar G = (I’, Z, P, S) is called minimal 
deterministic linear if and only if it is minimal linear and each production 
can be labeled by a unique symbol from some set I C Z such that 
(i) A -+ xAy has label r iff x E (Z-I)*r Z* 
(ii) A -+ z has label r iff x E (Z-I)*r Z* 
Thus the first I-symbol encountered in x will uniquely identify the 
production of the grammar. It follows that each such grammar is very 
easy to parse and in fact each minimal deterministic linear language is 
easily seen to be deterministic and minimal linear.. 
DEFINITION. A language L is called minimal deterministic linear 
contextfree if and only if L= Z+ for some alphabet Z or L is generated 
by some minimal deterministic linear contextfree grammar. 
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EXAMPLE. The language (w d h(ws)Iw E Z*> for Z= (a, 6) can be easily 
derived with the minimal deterministic linear grammar 
a: A-+aAh(a)R 
b: A--+bAh(b)R 
d: A-+d. 
The following lemma is somewhat tedious, but it will be a major tool 
in getting the main result of this paper. 
LEMMA 2.2. Each E-free linear contextfree language L can be written as 
for some a-free minimal deterministic linear languages Lr and Lz. 
PROOF. 
Let G be a linear grammar generating L. We may assume that the only 
production for the start symbol S is of the form S -+ A. 
Consider a set I of individual numbers for labeling the productions 
of G 
r: A-txBy 
r: A-+x 
Assume the unique rule for S is labeled “1”. 
Let A, consistently denote the variable on the lefthand side of rule r. 
Construct new labels k, (r, s E I) and k, (r E I). 
Construct a minimal deterministic linear grammar Gr with productions 
k,: u + k,x,.A,A,ary,. iff r: A, + x,.A,y,. E G 
k,: o-+k,.A,rx, iff r: A,-+x,.EG. 
The language L1 produced by Gr consists of all strings of the form 
and 
The string xr1xr2 . . . xr,,xryrm . . . yrl is in L if and only if 
(i) rr = 1 
(ii) for all 1 <i<n: st=rt+l 
(iii) sn = r. 
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We can force this by taking the intersection of Ll with the language 
Lf generated by the grammar GZ with productions: 
r: a-c-my, iff r: A,-+... B~,.EG or r: A,+~,EG. 
k,: o--+crA,.k,.A,. iff r: A,+x,.EG 
k,: u -+ oA,k,x,A, iff r: A, + x,A, . . . E G (r> 1) 
kls: U+ICI~XIAI iff 1: Al -+xlA, . . . EC. 
Note that the construction works because of the assumption about 
the unique occurrence of Al( =S) in the productions of G. 
If we reverse all righthand sides of productions in Ga, then we obviously 
have a minimal deterministic linear grammar exactly generating Lz. 
From the construction follows that L=h(Ll n Lg) where h is the 
homomorphism that erases all syntactic markers and variables. 4 
We can now immediately derive 
LEMMA 2.3. Each re language can be written in the form 
h(h(L1 n Lf) n h(Ls n Lf)) 
for some homomorphism h and some minimal deterministic linear lan- 
guages LI, Lz, Ls, and L4. 
PROOF. 
Again we use the result of Baker and Book [l] that each re language 
can be written as hl(L n M) for certain linear languages L and M. 
By 2.2 this reduces to a form 
h.1@2(& n Lf) n ML3 n G)) 
for certain minimal deterministic linear contextfree languages and homo- 
morphisms hl, h2, and hs. By a standard renaming of symbols we can make 
the homomorphisms instances of one and the same homomorphism n. w 
The construction in 2.2 has the same kind of underlying idea as certain 
results on linear and contextfree languages in the theory of principal 
AFLs (Ginsburg and Greibach [2], Greibach [3]). 
The reader may have noticed that the languages Lz (in 2.2 and 2.3) 
and Lq (in 2.3) are in fact minimal deterministic linear and regular. 
3. In this section we develop the main result of this paper. 
The representation of an re language as implied by 2.3 will be used 
to describe it almost “literally” in a VW-grammar which needs only weak 
support in the upper level. 
The construction (and its further variants) will in fact be quite typical 
for the way VW-grammars can be used to express the semantics of what 
one is doing. 
3 Indasationes 
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THEOREM 3.1. Each re language can be generated by a minimal de- 
terministic linear based strict normal VW-grammar. 
PROOF. 
Let L be an arbitrary re language. 
Let K= {U]U EL and 1~1 G 9) (a finite set), and write L as 
L=K v U vL, 
ltfl=Q 
(a finite union), where Lv= {w@.u E L and IwI > O}. 
There are only finitely many such components of L, and we shall 
consistently label each by the appropriate vu= vivz . . , vg. 
By 2.3 we may assume that for each v there exist minimal deterministic 
linear languages L;, Li, L’,, and Li such that 
L,=h(h(L”, n LiR) n h(L; n LiR)). 
(Note that we may indeed assume that h is independent of v after a vast 
alphabetic renaming). 
In order to generate L with a VW-grammar we shall first construct 
the necessary metanotions in the upper level. 
There is a general metavariable A with LA = Z+, where Z is the alphabet 
of all terminals needed in the construction. 
For each v we need “copies” of LT, Lv2, L”s, and Li over disjoint alphabets 
G, Z, S, and X, which are associated with metanotions with 
Ls:,= copy of L”1 
Ls;=copy of L; 
Ls;=copy of LO 
Ls;l=copy of L”I 
To make the necessary conversions, and to force that certain assigned 
values for metanotions will be over the appropriate subalphabets we also 
need metanotions with 
LB,= {w av h(wR)Iw E AT*} 
Lc;= (w av a, h(wR)Iw E pq*> 
Log= {W a, a, a, h(dy20 E (.2-q*> 
Lo:= {W av av av au ~(WR)IW E (z)*j, 
where !G is the isomorphism renaming w over Z into its version over Z, 
and 
LD;={W dv dv dv dv dv n(WR)jW E (z)*], 
where similarly Z renames from .?$ to X. 
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Finally there will be an auxiliary metanotion X with LX= C+. 
In the lower level there are first of all productions 
u --t w for each w E K, 
which take care of the “small” strings in L. 
For each v there will be rules for (T expressing that we plan to generate 
the component 
h(h(L: n L;R) n h(L; n L”pR)) 
of L. Follow the expression and write 
(Note that it was advantageous that the formula involved Lf and Lf). 
The remaining productions guarantee that the metanotions assigned to 
in the a-rule were consistent with the intended meaning: 
(B,) -+ ~1 
(G) -+ v2 
Cc”,) -+ v3 
(s”,) -+ 214 
(LX> + v5 
(s”,> -+ VI3 
(SD,) --f w 
(DVZ) -+ v8 
(S”,) --f v9 
We were careful enough to make the corresponding languages for all 
metanotions disjoint, so there can be no confusion in assignments. All 
values which were deposited within ( ) in the u-rules improperly cannot 
be terminated by any rule. H 
Note that “most” of the minimal deterministic linear languages we 
needed were of the special form 
{w $ g(wR)Iw E A *> 
for some homomorphism g. With some care we can make the construction 
such that all are of this form. 
THEOREM 3.2. Each re language can be generated by a minimal de- 
terministic linear based strict normal VW-grammar in which each meta- 
notion denotes either Z+ or a language of the form (w $ g(wR)Iw E A*} for 
some homomorphism g. 
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PROOF. 
Going back to the proof of 2.2 it can be observed that each of the 
minimal det,erministic linear languages Li” can be chosen as a finite union 
Li”= u I& (Mij) c .T$+ 
i 
where each M$ is of the form {w $ g(wR)Iw E ~$1 C &. 
Do the same construction as in 3.1, but make the following changes 
as one goes along. 
In the upper level we redefine 
and add some met&notions 
LET = {we; wR/w E S*> 
Lpij = {w et l&wR)Iw E A$} 
LT;i = M$ 
Finally, we need metanotions Yt with 
Now suppose we have factored out prefixes of length 21 (rather than 9), 
and modify each production 
0 + . . . (As?) . . . (SZ) . . . (A!$) . . . (As”,) . . . 
in the construction of 3.1 into a number of longer variants where each 
metanotion (S$ is replaced by and expanded into a combination 
(variants corresponding to the possible choices of j’s for all i) to express 
“what L$ is”, namely, an element of & (MZg). 
Note that we force all assignments to be over the proper subalphabet 
and to be of the right form. 
As before we add hyperrules which turn each wellformed hypernotion 
into the appropriate symbol of the prefix. w 
As a bonus of the techniques in the construction one can prove several 
reductions of the previous result, which indicate what power we really 
need in the upper level of a strict normal VW-grammar. 
In view of the fact that regular-based strict normal VW-languages are 
decidable (Greibach [a]), it is an interesting question whether the full 
generative power can be regained by just having (at most) one non-regular 
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metanotion in the upper level. The next theorem answers this question 
affirmatively in a rather strong sense. 
THEOREM 3.3. Each re language can be generated by a strict normal 
VW-grammar with at most one metanotion denoting a language of the 
form iw $ f(wR)I wEd*}u (w$g(wR)I w E d*} and all other metanotions 
minimal deterministic linear and regular. 
PROOF. 
Again we factor L C Z* as 
L=Ku U vL, 
Ivl=f, 
for some appropriate t. 
Each L, can be written as 
~,=h(h( u hyM;i) n U I&p&)) n h( U &(Ei) n U WX%) 
i i i i 
where each M&= (W $ &(wR) Iw E A$}. 
As before we shall “express” all possible instances of this formula by 
hyper-r&s. We shall give the hyper-rule describing the elements of 
observing that all remaining instances follow by simply varying para- 
meters, changing names of metanotions, and defining large numbers of 
new alphabets. 
An important tool in the construction is that even though the set 
{w 6 f(wR)lw E A*} u {w $ g(wR)Iw E A*} 
will be “too- big”, we can extract instances of it which we want in a 
concrete version of a hyper-rule by writing (for instance) 
+ . . . (A $ B) (Ad) . . . 
and adding a specific metanotion Ad with 
where r is some specific subalphabet of A. This is the main technique 
for merging many homomorphisms into one, and extracting it from the 
superset later by controlling the alphabet of the argument. 
The hyper-rule we need will deposit an “A” as candidate member of 
L, by writing 
o -+ (Ad,) . . . A, 
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where we have to write a clause in between certifying that “A” is the 
h-image of an element that is both the h-image of . . . (as expressed in 
the formula for the current component of Lv). 
A metanotion 
LAdv = z*d, 
will force that A must have been over Z. 
The next step in building the rule is to get down to the kernel of the 
formula 
cr + (Ad,) (B $ A) (C $ B) (D $ B) (Bavad mkavav~ cD&avavad -*a A 
where is expressed that “C” must be a candidate member of hYi(M:i) n 
n h&(M$) and likewise that “D” must be tried in h$(Mii) n h&(M$). 
Proper additional metanotions again force that B, C, and D are over the 
appropriate (disjoint) subalphabets. 
Next we write the clauses certifying that C (and similarly, D) is in 
fact a member of the intersection. Thus we have to verify separately that 
“12” E h;j(M;i) and “C” E h$(M$. (We will only write out one, since the 
other is similar). 
Recall that M;i = {w $ gyi(wR) 1 w E O$>. In the hyper-rule we first express 
that we try to get an element of the form 
(in the proper alphabet) which maps to C. By a vast intermediate coding 
we can do this by steps as follows: 
which expresses that in a renaming hli((E%di~F;i)R) =C, 
:&HXi) (a;, $ H$ (cg,af#a:i#) . . . A 
which expresses that we turn E;T&FJj around and recode it, and force 
that the result is consistent in Mif. 
In this fashion a long but finite hyper-rule results which exactly ex- 
presses and forces that C and D were chosen right. 
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The metanotions in the rule preceeding A can deposit their contribution 
of an appropriate symbol of v only if they were correctly formed. For 
the $- and $-marked metanotions this easily follows by an intermediate 
marking step. H 
Observe in the construction that the $-marker is needed to distinguish 
recoding and mirroring from transforming which happens in the $-marked 
set. Because we eventually have to get steady on the Gii there is in this 
construction no way to merge it further, and it is an interesting question 
whether one could at all. 
The theorem shows the following interesting conclusion. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Each re language can be generated by a strict normal 
VW-grammar with at most one metanotion denoting a deterministic linear 
contextfree language and all other metanotions regular. 
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